TIED TEAM FORMULA 2021

Points Table – End of Round
• If any teams finish on equal points then the position will be determined in the
following order:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Who has won the most games.
Who beat who in that round of competition.
Points differential in that round of competition.
Team scoring the most tries in that round of competition.

Quarter or Semi Finals
• In the event that teams are tied at the end of a quarter or semi-final, the winner shall
be determined by the following criteria, and applied in order of sequence until a result
is determined:
1) A further ten (10) minutes each way will be played. The first team to score is the
winner (golden point) and the match finishes at that time. A toss of the coin will
determine kick off and the toss/call is the reverse of the start of match toss. The
players that finish the game must start the extra time period and normal rules of
substitution continue throughout the extra time period.
2) The team scoring the most tries in the match.
3) The winner of the last game between the two teams.
4) By the toss of a coin.

Finals
• In any Senior Grade finals match, a draw at full time will mean:
1) A further five (5) minutes each way will be played. The first team to score is the
winner (golden point) and the match finishes at that time. A toss of the coin will
determine kick off and the toss/call is the reverse of the start of match toss. The
players that finish the game must start the extra time period and normal rules of
substitution continue throughout the extra time period.
2) If no points are scored and the match is still tied after extra time then the winner
should be determined by the additional criteria in the following order:
a) Most tries scored
b) First try scored
c) First points
d) Highest qualifying finalist.

